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Abstract 
Bedford, D., Construction of orthogonal Latin squares using left neofields, Discrete Mathematics 115 
(1993) 17-38. 
We describe a general method of construction for sets of mutually orthogonal latin squares (MOLS) 
from left neofields. We give detailed information for all isomorphically distinct left neofields of order 
< 10 and summarized information for orders up to 14. We show that a number of recent construc- 
tions of MOLS implicitly employ the construction which we describe, in particular the recent 
constructions of three MOLS of order 14 and four of order 20. 
1. Introduction 
The original purpose of this investigation was to determine whether the addition 
tables of left neofields, based on a particular group, would provide sets of mutually 
orthogonal latin squares sufficiently large to improve the known values of N(n), the 
upper bound for the number of latin squares in a pairwise orthogonal set. In the 
course of the investigation, it was found that a number of constructions used by 
previous authors (in particular, those recently used to obtain the values N(14) 2 3 and 
N(20)24) are, in effect, special cases of the general construction to be described. We 
have used this construction to list and classify all left neofields of order < 10 and to 
determine how many mutually orthogonal latin squares can be constructed from each. 
We also give summarised information for left neofields of orders 10, 11,12,13 and 14. 
2. Basic definitions 
Definition 2.1. A left neojield (N, +, .) comprises a set N of elements on which two 
binary operations (+) and ( .) are defined such that (N, +) is a loop with identity 
element 0 say, (N \ (O}, .) is a group and (.) distributes from the left over (+). 
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Neofields, which satisfy both distributive laws, were originally introduced by Paige 
[21], who hoped to use them to construct new finite projective planes. 
A left neofield, which has a given group (G, .) as its multiplication group, will be said 
to be based on that group. Neofields which are based on a cyclic group are called 
cyclic neofields. 
Definition 2.2. A one-to-one mapping 0(g) of a finite group (G,.) onto itself is said to 
be a complete mapping if the mapping g-++(g), where &g)=g .0(g) is again a one- 
to-one mapping of G onto itself, It is said to be in canonical form if 0(l) = 1, where 1 is 
the identity element of G. 
Johnson et al. [16] called the mapping $(g) an orthomorphism of (G, .). 
Definition 2.3. A one-to-one mapping e(g) of a finite group (G,.) which maps G\{g,} 
onto G\{g,} is said to be a near-complete mapping if the mapping g-4(g), where 
4(9)=9.0(g), is again a one-to-one mapping of G\{g,,} onto G\{g,}. It is said to be in 
canonical firm if g1 = 1, where 1 is the identity element of G. 
Hsu [13] has called the mapping 4(g) a near orthomorphism of (G,.). 
Throughout this paper, we shall assume that all complete and near-complete 
mappings are in canonical form. We shall also denote the element gh of G, which has 
no image under the near-complete mapping 8, by q and call it the ex-domain element 
of 8 (as in [14]). 
Since, in a left neofield, x + y =x( 1 +x- 1 y), Vx # 0, it is evident that a left neofield 
based on a given group (G, .) is completely determined by its presentation function $, 
defined by G(w) = 1 + w. This was first pointed out in [17] and the fact that it is so has 
been used in [ 14, 151. 
From [14] we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.4. Let (N, + , . ) be ajinite left neojield with multiplicative group ( G, . ), where 
G = N \ (0). Then, if 1 + 1 = 0, (N, + , + ) defines a complete mapping of(G, . ). If 1+ 1 # 0 
but 1+ q = 0, (N, + , . ) dejines a near-complete mapping of (G, . ), with g as ex-domain 
element. 
Conversely, let (G, .) be a jinite group with identity element 1, which possesses 
a complete mapping 0. Let 0 be an element not in the set G and dejine N = Gu{O}. Then 
(N,+,~)isalefneo~eld,wherewede~neIC/(w)=1+w=w~~(w),Vw#0,1and~(0)=1, 
$(l)=O. Also x+y=x(l+x-‘y)for x#O,O+y=y and 0x=0=x0, VX,~EN. 
Alternatively, let (G, .) possess a near-complete mapping 8. Then, with N dejined as 
before, (N, +, . ) is a left neojield, where we dejine Ii/(w) = 1 + w = w. 0(w), VW #O, q, 
where v] is the ex-domain element of 8, and 11/(O)= 1, t/(11)=0. Also x+y=x(l +x-l y) 
for x # 0 as before, 0 + y = y and Ox = 0 =x0, Vx, yc N. 
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Now consider the addition table shown in Fig. 1 where the gi are elements of some 
group (G, . ), 0 is an additional element and in which the remaining rows are completed 
by using the fact that x +y = x(1 +x-ly), Vx #O. Then Theorem 2.4 implies the 
following result. 
Theorem 2.5. Figure 1 forms the addition table of some left neojield (N, +, .) ij 
and only if the set of elements (l+gf)-‘gi, lfi<n, gi#O, l+gi#O, exhausts the 
set G\(l). 
Proof. Suppose Fig. 1 forms the addition table of some left neofield. Then 
(1 +gi)-‘gi=~(gi)-1gi=8(gi)-1 if gi#O and 1 +gi#O, where e(gi) is either a com- 
plete or near-complete mapping of (G, . ). Also I # gi since Fig. 1 must form a latin 
square. Now, by definition of 8, the set of elements tI(gi), where gi is such that 1 + gi # 0, 
exhausts the set G\(l). Thus, so does e(gi)-‘. 
Conversely, suppose that 1 sx is defined as in Fig. 1 and that the set of elements 
(l+gi)-‘gi, l<i<n, gi#O, l+gi#O, exhausts the set of elements G\(l). We can 
define a mapping O:gi+g;l(l+gi)T l<ibn, gi#O, l+gi#O, such that 0 is a near- 
complete mapping of (G, .) if 1 + 1# 0, or a complete mapping of (G, . ), with e(l) = 1, if 
1 + 1 =O, and, hence, obtain a left neofield. 0 
Definition 2.6. A left neofield (N, + , .) for which 1+ 1 # 0 and for which the presenta- 
tion function rc/ defines a permutation of N which consists entirely of cycles of length 
k is said to be a left neofield of characteristic k. 
Definition 2.7. A left neofield for which 1 + 1 =0 and for which the presentation 
function $ defines a permutation of N\ (0, l}, which consists entirely of cycles of 
length k, is said to be a left neofield of pseudo-characteristic k. 
The concepts of characteristic and pseudo-characteristic of a left neofield were first 
introduced in [ 141. (The concept of characteristic for a neofield was introduced earlier 
in [17].) + 
0 
1 1 g2 93 gn 
0 1 92 93 ... Sn 
0 1 
1 $(I) &) &) 
. . . 
... 6”) 
g2 
93 
Sn 
Fig. 1. 
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Definition 2.8. A finite group (G, .) of order n is said to be sequenceable if its elements 
Ur=l, a2,U3,... ,a, can be ordered in such a way that all of the partial products 
bl=aI, b2=ala2, b3=a,a2a3,...,b,=a,aza3~~~a, are different. 
Definition 2.9. A finite group (G, .) of order n is said to be R-sequenceable if its 
elements can be ordered in such a way that the partial products b, =ar, bz =alaz, 
b3=ala2a3,...rb,_1=alaZa3~~~a,_1 are all different and the product 
b,=a,aza3..+a,=l. 
When a group (G, .) of order n is sequenceable, the permutation (0 1 bz b3 . . . b,) is 
a presentation function which defines a left neofield of maximum characteristic n + 1. 
Similarly, when a group (G, .) of order n is R-sequenceable, the permutation (0 1) 
(c-lb, c-l b3 ..a c-1b,_1 c-l ), where c is the element of G which does not occur 
among the partial products bi, defines a left neofield, based on (G, .), which is of 
maximum pseudo-characteristic n - 1 (see [143). 
Theorem 2.10. Two left neofields, (N, + , . ) and (N’, 0,. ), each based on the same group 
(G,.), where N=Gu{O} and N’=Gu(O’}, are isomorphic if and only if y5’=a$a-‘, 
where acaut(G, . ), a(O) = 0’ and II/ and $’ are the presentation functions of (N, +, .) and 
(N’, O,.), respectioely. 
Proof. Let l+q=O in (N, +,.) and 1 Or’=0 in (N’,@,+). [If (N, +,.) defines 
a near-complete mapping 1!3 of (G, . ), then q is the ex-domain element of 19. If, however, 
(N, + , . ) defines a complete mapping, then r = 1.1 
Suppose that (N, +, .) and (N’, 0,‘) are isomorphic with a:z+z’. By definition, 
$(z)=l+z in (N,+;) and $‘(z)=l@z in (N’,@,.). Then a#(z)=a(l+z)= 
a(l)@a(z)=l @a(z)=$‘cc(z). Thus, a$=$‘a and, so, @‘=at&-l. 
If we regard the isomorphic multiplication groups of (N, +, .) and (N’, 0, .) as 
being the same, then a is an automorphism of this group, extended by the requirement 
that a (0) = 0’. 
Conversely, suppose that there exists an automorphism CI of (G, .) such that 
$‘=a$a-‘. We show that the map defined by a:z-+a(z), VzfG and a(O)=O’, defines 
an isomorphism between (N, +,e) and (N’,@,.), where N=Gu{O} and 
N’=Gu{O’}. 
Now a is a bijection from N to N’ by definition. Also a(zIz2)=a(zI)a(z2) since a is 
an automorphism of (G, . ). (Note. This identity also holds if z1 or z2 = 0 since a(O) = O’.) 
Therefore, 
or(zI+z2)=a[z1(1+z;1 z2)]=a(zl)tL(1+z;rz2) for zl#O 
=a(zI)a$(z;‘z2)=a(zl)(I/‘a(z;1z2) since a$ = *‘a, 
=a(zl)VCa(zl)-‘Hz2)l since a(z;‘)=a(zl)-l, 
=a(zI)[l ~a(~~)-~a(z~)]=a(z~)Oa(z2). 
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For the case zi=O, we have cc(zl+zz)=a(zz)=z~ and a(zl)Oc((z~)=O’Oz~=z~ 
since M. (0) = 0’. 
Therefore, the presentation functions of two left neofields based on the same group 
(G,.) must be conjugate with respect to some czaut(G, s ) if the left neofields they 
generate are isomorphic. 0 
Theorem 2.11. The number of distinct isomorphs of a spectjk left neofield (N, +, ‘) 
based on a given group (G,.) divides the order of aut(G,.). 
Proof. The presentation functions are permutations of N and, so, belong to the 
symmetric group SN. By Theorem 2.10, two presentation functions define left neofields 
which are isomorphic if and only if they belong to the same conjugacy class with 
respect to aut(G, .) in SN. But any such conjugacy class has cardinal which divides 
laut(G;)\ since two conjugates of the presentation function $ of(N, +;), say a, $a;’ 
and CQ$CY;‘, are equal if and only if CI ; ’ rx2 commutes with II/, which happens if and 
only if a;‘~~~N($)naut(G,.) (where N($)=normaliser of $ in S,), which happens if 
and only if CI~ and CQ belong to the same coset of the subgroup (H,.)= N($)naut(G,.) 
of aut(G, .). Therefore, the number of distinct isomorphs of (N, +, .) is the index of 
(H,.) in aut(G,.) and, thus, divides laut(G,.)I. 0 
Corollary 2.12. All isomorphs of a left neofield based on (G, ‘), with presentation 
function I/I, coincide if and only ifaut(G, .)E N($). 
Proof. If and only if all the isomorphs of a given group (G, .) coincide, we have 
N($)naut(G,.)=aut(G,.)*aut(G,.)EN($). 0 
We note that if u is an isomorphic mapping of a left neofield (N, + , .) to (N’, 0, .), 
then it preserves characteristic and pseudo-characteristic since, if we write the pre- 
sentation function of (N, +,.) as a product of disjoint cycles, then LY will map 
these cycles onto cycles of the same length. For a left neofield possessing pseudo- 
characteristic we also require the observation that (0 1) will be mapped onto (0’ 1’). 
Theorem 2.13. Let (N, +, .) be a left neofield based on (G, + ), with addition table defined 
as in Fig. 1, and consider the table formed when we transpose Fig. 1. Then this table also 
forms the addition table of some left neofield (N, 0, .) based on (G, .). 
Proof. By Theorem 2.5 and the fact that (N, + , .) is a left neofield based on (G, . ), we 
must have that the elements (1 + gi)- 1 gi, 1 d i < n, gi # 0, n, where 1 + q = 0, exhaust he 
set G\(l). We are first required to show that the elements (1 @gJ’gi, lQi<n, 
gi#O,~*,alsoexhaustG\{l},where~*EGissuchthat l@q*=O.But l@gi=gi+l; 
SO, l~g~~O~g~+l~O~g~(l+g~~‘)~O~g~~‘~~~~*~~~l. Similarly, 
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gi#O,y-‘. But since $(gi), gi#O,v, exhausts G\(l), $(g;‘)-‘, gi#O,q-‘, exhausts 
G\(l). Thus, $*(gi)=l @gi, $*(O)=l, $*(y-I)=0 is certainly a presentation 
function, but we need to show that its addition table is given by the transpose of 
Fig. 1. 
In the addition table for (N, 0, .) the cell (j, k) contains gj @ gk = gj(l @ g,: ’ gk) = 
gj(gi ’ gk + 1) = gk + gj. Thus, the transpose of Fig. 1 is indeed the addition table for 
the left neofield whose presentation function is +*. 0 
Corollary 2.14. If and only if $ * coincides with $, then addition in (N, +, .) is 
commutative. This requires q-l = q and, so, $= 1. Now ifr # 1, then (G, .) must have 
even order and, by Theorem 2.4, (N, +, .) dejines a near-complete mapping of (G, .). On 
the other hand, ifq = 1, then (N, +, .) dejines a complete mapping of (G, . ). Thus, addition 
in a left neojield which dejines a near-complete mapping of a group of odd order is never 
commutative. 
3. Orthogonal latin squares 
Let the bordered latin squares L, and Lz, shown in Fig. 2, represent he addition 
tables of two left neofields, based on the same group (G,.) of order n. We wish to 
obtain the condition that the (n + 1) by (n + 1) latin squares L, and Lz are orthogonal. 
In Fig. 2 the sets of elements {x,x1, x2, . . . ,x,> and (Y, y,, y,, . . . , yn} are two orderings 
of the set N. 
We shall refer to the elements labelled x and y in L1 and L2 as the locational 
parameters of L1 and L2, respectively, since they uniquely determine the order of the 
rows in each square. 
Theorem 3.1. Let L1 and L2 be defined as in Fig. 2; then they are orthogonal ifthe n-2 
elements di=xi’yi, l<i<n, where xi,yi#O, exhaust the set G\{l,x-‘Y}. 
+ 
0 
X 
g2x 
L73x 
&Lx 
0 1 g2 93 ... gn 
0 1 g2 g3 ..- gn 
Y Yl Y2 y, **. y, 
9232 
73Y 
BnY 
Ll 
Fig. 2. 
L2 
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Proof. Let L be the square formed when we juxtapose L1 and L2. We observe that all 
ordered pairs [1, I] and [lx, ly] occur in the topmost row and leftmost column of L, 
respectively. 
We are required to show that 
(1) the cell (i, j) never contains [I, 11 for i > 0 or [lx, ly] for j > 0, 
(2) if the cells (i,j) and (u, u) both contain [1, m], then i=u and j=u. 
Firstly, we suppose that the cell (i, j) does contain [1,1] for some i > 0; then we must 
have 
gix+gj=l and giyogj=1 
3gix+gj=&17iY 0 Sj 
~Si(x+gi-‘gj)=gi(YOg;‘gj) 
=>(X+gi-‘gj)-‘(yOg;‘gj)=l 
*(x+g,)-‘(y@gk)=l, where gk=g;lgj, 
*X;lyk= 1, 
contrary to hypothesis. 
Now suppose that the cell (i j) contains [lx, ly] for some i, j > 0; then we must have 
gix+gj=Ix and giy @ gj=ly 
~(giX+gj)-‘(giy~gj)=X-‘y, since IfO, 
~(X+gi-lgj)~l(y~g;‘gj)=X-‘y 
*(X+g,)-‘(y 0 g,)=X-‘y, where gk=gi-lgj, 
*x;‘y,=x-‘y, 
contrary to hypothesis. 
Secondly, we suppose that both the cells (i, j) and (u, u), i, u ~0, contain the ordered 
pair [1,m]; then 
giX+gj=l, Yi.Y 0 Sj=m, 
guX+g,=L guy 0 h=m, 
from which we obtain 
(1) X+gi'gj=gi-'1, 
(2) x+g;’ gL’=gUIL 
(3) y@gi~‘gj=g;‘m, 
(4) yOg;‘g,=g;‘m. 
Remark. In order to demonstrate that i=u and j= u, we need only show that 
g~~‘g~=g~‘g~since,by(1)and(2),g,~’gj=g~’g,og~’1=g~‘1and,by(3)and(4), 
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g*‘lgj=gfL1gvogi 
-lm=g;’ m. Now 1 and m cannot both be 0 since i, u # 0 and 
[0, 0] occurs only in cell (0,O). Thus, gi = gU, which implies that gj = gv and, so, i = u and 
j=u. 
We now consider three separate cases. 
If 1=0, then, by (1) and (2), we have X+g;‘gj=X+g,‘g”. Hence, g;‘gj=g;‘g” 
and, so, i = u and j = v, by the remark above. 
Similarly, if m =O, then, by (3) and (4), we have Y @ g,: ’ gj=Y @ g;’ go, which 
implies that g,: ’ gj = g; ’ gV and, so, i = u and j = u, as before. 
Finally, if l,m#O, then [x+g;‘gj]-‘[YOg;‘gj]=l-‘m, by (1) and (3), and 
[x+g;lg,]-‘[yOg;‘gv]=l-lm, by (2) and (4). 
NOW let gi’gj=gk and gilgV=gW. 
Then xilyk=x;’ yW = 1- ’ m, contrary to hypothesis, unless k = w. If k = w, then 
g;‘gj=g;lg” and, SO, i=u and j=v, as before. 0 
If, in Fig. 2, we have x= 1, then Ll is in standard form and we obtain the latin 
squares shown in Fig. 3. 
Corollary 3.2. Ll, as defined in Fig. 3, is orthogonal to a latin square L2 formed by 
a rearrangement of its own rows, excluding thejrst, if we have that, for some geG, the set 
of elements (1 +gi)-l(g+gi), 1 <i<n, 1 +gi#O, g+gi#O, exhausts the set G\{l,g}. 
Proof. This follows on setting x = 1 and Y=g and identifying the two operations (+) 
and (0) in the above theorem. 0 
Theorem 3.3. Let Ll and L2 be orthogonal latin squares defined, as in Fig. 3, such that 
L2 is a rearrangement of the rows, excluding the first, of L1, with y( #O) as locational 
parameter. Then Ll is orthogonal to the latin square formed by a similar rearrangement 
of its own rows with y- ’ as locational parameter. 
+ 
0 
1 
92 
93 
gn 
0 1 92 93 ‘.. gn CD 
0 1 92 93 ... 9. 0 
1 xi x2 x3 ... x, Y 
g2 g2Y 
93 g3Y 
gn SIIY 
0 1 92 93 ... Sn 
0 1 g2 93 ... Sn 
Y Yl Y2 Y3 .*. Yn 
g2Y 
g3Y 
SnY 
Ll 
Fig. 3. 
L2 
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Proof. Since L1 is the addition table for a left neofield, we must have, by Theorem 3.1 
with x= 1, that the set of elements 
(l+gi)-‘(y+gi), l+g;#O, y+gi#O, exhausts the set G\(I,Y} 
*(l+gi)-‘y(l+y-‘gi), l+gi#O, y+gi#O, exhausts the set G\{l,yj 
* C(Y -l+y-lgi)]-‘(l+y-lgi), l+gi#O, y+gi#O, exhausts the set 
G\&Y) 
~(l+~-‘gi)-~[(y-‘+y-‘gi)], l+gi#O, y+gi#O, exhausts the set 
G\{~,Y-‘}, 
but l+gi#O*y-‘+y-‘gi#O and y+gi#O~l+y-‘gi#O; thus, we have, 
(l+y-‘gi)-l [(y-‘+y-‘gi)], l+y-‘gi#O, ~-~+y-~gi#O, exhausts 
the set G\{l,y-‘}, 
*(l-gj)-‘(y-‘+gj), where l+gj#O and y-‘+gj#O, exhausts the set 
G\{l,y-‘}, where gj=y-‘gi. 0 
It is possible for an addition table L1 to be orthogonal to a latin square formed by 
a rearrangement of its own columns, with a locational parameter, say g, defined in an 
analogous way to that previously defined. However, by Theorem 2.13 and Corollary 
3.2, the transpose of L1 will form the addition table of some left neofield which will 
then be orthogonal to the rearrangement of its own rows defined by g. This gives the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 3.4. The addition table Ll of a lef neofield (N, +, .), as defined in Fig. 3, is 
orthogonal to a latin square, with jrst column in natural order, formed by a rearrange- 
ment of its own columns if we have that, for some gEG, the set of elements 
(gi+l)-‘(gi+g), l<i<n, g,+l#O, gi+g#O exhausts the set G\{l,g). 
Theorem 3.5. If the addition table L1, defined as in Fig. 3, of some left neofield (N, +, .) 
which is based on a group (G, .) is orthogonal to the latin square formed by the 
rearrangement of its rows defined by the locational parameter y, then, ify~Z(G) (where 
Z(G) is the centre of (G,.)), the addition table is also orthogonal to the latin square 
formed by the rearrangement of its own columns with locational parameter y. 
Proof. By assumption, we have that the set of elements 
(I+gi)-l(y+gi), l<i<n, l+gi#O y+gi#O, exhausts the set G\{~,Y}, 
which, by Theorem 3.3, implies that the set of elements 
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(l+gJ’(Y-‘+gi), l<i6n, I+gi#O,y-‘+gi#O,exhauststheset G\{l,y-‘} 
jCSi(Si-l+l)I-l(Y-'+gi), l<i<n, l+gi#O,y-‘+gi#O,exhauststhe 
set G\(l,y-‘} 
~(g~~l+l)-‘g;‘(y-‘+gi), l<i<n, l+gi#O,y-‘+gi#O,exhauststhe 
set G\{l,y-l) 
~(gi-l+l)-l(g;‘y-‘+l), l<i,<n, I+gi#O,y-‘+gi#O,exhauststhe 
set G\{l,y-‘} 
~(gi-l+I)-‘(y-‘gi-l+I), Idi<n, l+gi#O,y-‘+gi#O,exhausts the 
set G\{l,y-‘} since yeZ(G), 
~(g;l+l)-‘y-‘(g;‘+y), l<i<n, l+gi#O, y-‘+gi#O, exhausts the 
set G\{LY-'}, 
~Y-'C(g;'+1)-'(g;'+y)l, l<i<n, l+gi#O, y-‘+gi#O, exhausts 
the set G\{l, y-‘} since ygZ(G), 
*(g;l+l)-‘(g;l+y), ldibn, l+gi#O, y-‘+gi#O, exhausts the set 
G\{I>y). 
But I+g~#O*g~‘+lZO and y-'+gi#O~g~'y-'+~#O~y-'g;'+l#O~ 
giL'+y#O since FEZ. Thus, we have (gj+l)-‘(gj+y), l<j<n, gj+I+O, 
gj+y#O, exhausts the set G\{l, y}. 0 
Theorem 3.6. Let L2 be dejined as in Fig. 3, then L2 is self-orthogonal (i.e. orthogonal to 
its own transpose) if y is such that the set of elements [y + gk] -I [gky + 11, 1~ k < n, 
where y+g, #O, are all distinct and not equal to y. (Note: y- ’ will not occur amongst 
the set of ratios since [y+gk]-‘[gky+l]=y-l=[gky+l]-l[y+gk]=y* 
[y+g;‘]-l [gk’ y+ l] =y, contrary to hypothesis.) 
Proof. Let L be the square of ordered pairs formed when we juxtapose L2 with its 
transpose. We observe that all ordered pairs [1, ly] and [ly, 11 occur in the topmost 
row and leftmost column of L, respectively. If we call the topmost row of L its zeroth 
row and the leftmost column of L its zeroth column, then we have that the ordered 
pair in the (i,j)th cell of L is [giy +gj, gjy +gi]. 
We are required to show that 
(1) the cell (i,j) never contains [1, ly] for i>O or [ly, Z] for j>O, 
(2) if the cells (i,j) and (u, u) both contain [I, m] then i=u and j=u. 
Firstly, suppose [1, ly] occurs in the (i,j)th cell of L, with i>O; then 
giy+gj=l and gjy+gi=ly 
* CSiY+Sjl-’ CSjY+Sil=Y 
~CY+S;lSjl-‘CSi-‘SjY+ll=Y 
*[Y+gkl-l CgkY+11=y, where gkzg;lgj, 
contrary to hypothesis. 
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Now suppose that [ly, I] occurs in the (i, j)th cell of L, with i,j>O, then 
giy+gj=Zy and gjy+gi=I 
* C!JjY+Sil-’ CSiY+Sjl=Y, 
which is the same condition as before, with i,j interchanged and, so, this too is 
contrary to hypothesis. 
Secondly, suppose that the ordered pair [1, m] occurs in both the (i, j)th and (u, u)th 
cells of L; then we have 
giY +!?j’l t1)3 SjY+SiEm t3) 
suY+s”=k (2) g”Y+gu=m (4) 
aCSiY+Sjl-l CSjY+Sil=CSuY+gul-l CSvY+Sul if14 
*CY+g*“CJjl-’ CS*~lgjY+ll=CY+g;‘g”l-’ CS;‘SuY+ll 
* CY+gJ1 CgkY+ 11 =CY+g,l-’ hY+ 11, where gk=gt’lSj and 
9w=9u1s” 
*gk=%v, by hypothesis. 
But g,Fr gj=g;‘g”o i=u and j= v, by a modification of the remark following 
Theorem 3.1. 
If I=O, we have y+g;rgj=y+g;‘g,, by (1) and (2), which implies that 
g;‘gj=g,lgv and, so, once more, i=u and j=u. 0 
4. Results 
Table 1 gives detailed information for all isomorphically distinct left neofields of 
order < 10. For each left neofield, its presentation function is displayed as a product of 
disjoint cycles, from which its characteristic or pseudo-characteristic (if it possesses 
either) can easily be determined. Column 1 indicates those cases in which it is known 
that the addition table of the left neofield is a member of a complete set of mutually 
orthogonal latin squares. Such a complete set defines a projective plane. Note that in 
column 1 the following abbreviations are used: D = Desarguesian plane, T = Transla- 
tion plane, DT = Dual translation plane. Column 2 gives the size of the isomorphism 
class of which the particular left neofield is a representative. Column 3 indicates 
whether addition is commutative (C = commutative, NC = non-commutative). If addi- 
tion is commutative, then, when the table is arranged in the form denoted by L1 in 
Fig. 3, it is symmetric. If the addition table can be rearranged into the form denoted by 
L2 in Fig. 3 so as to form a self-orthogonal latin square, then the set of locational 
parameters (y) for which this is possible (see Theorem 3.6) is given in column 4; if there 
are none we write none. Similarly, if the addition table, when in the form L1 in Fig. 3, 
is orthogonal to a latin square formed by a rearrangement of its own rows, as in L2 in 
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Table 1 
4. (Ol)(aa2a~a~a~a~) 
4’. (Ol)(aa~a~a3a2a~) 
5. (Ol)(aa3aZa6a4a5) 
5’. (0 l)(aa5a4u6aza3) 
NO 6 
NO 1 
NO 1 
NC {a’} 
NC None 
NC None 
None 
None 
None 
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Table 1 (Continued) 
I (1) I (2) I (3) I (4) I (5) 1 
Order 9 
G=C,(a: a*=1 1 
1. (01a4)(aa7a6)(a2a3a5) 
2. (0 1 a2 a3 a’ a5 &)(a a6) 
13. (01a2aa5a3a6a7a4) 
D 2 C {a,a,2,a3,a5,ab,a7} / WI11 
[ NO 14 Ic I None None 
1 NO (4 1 C 1 None I {a3,a51 I 
I lo’. (01 
4. (01a4)(aa3)(a2a7)(a5a6) 
5. (0 1 a’ a5 a4)(a a6 a’ a3) 
a a6 a5 a3 a’ a2 a4) 
6. (01a6aa2a7a3a5a4) 
1 7. (0 1 a4) (a a3 a2 a’ a5 a6) 
18. (01a4)(aa7)(a2a3a6a5) 
9. (01a5a4)(aa3)(a2a6a7) 
9’. (01a5a6a4)(aa3a7a2) 
110. (01aa3a6a2a7a5a4) 
DT 2 c {a,a2, as, a5,a6, a’} {a’, a4, a”} 
NO 4 NC None None 
NO 4 NC None None 
INO 12 I NC I {a,a3,a5,a7} I None I 
I DT I2 I NC I {a,a3.a5,a71 1 None 1 
NO 4 NC {a’, a6 } 
NO 4 NC {a’.a”) 
None 
None 
INO 14 
INO 14 
1 NC 1 {a,a51 
I NC I (2.a’) 
/None I 
I None I 
11. (01a5a4)(aa7)(a2a3a6) 
11’. (0 1 a5 a3 a7 a6 a a2 a4) 
I 12. (0 1 a a’ a2 a6 a3 a5 a4) 
1 12’. (0 1 a a3 a’ a6 a4)(a2 a’) 
NO 4 NC None None 
NO 4 NC None None 
INO 14 l NC I {a2,a6J l None I 
IN0 14 1 NC 1 {a2.a6J I None I 
I 2. (0 1) (a a* ab a3 a3b a2b b) 
2’. (Ol)(ababa3)(a2a3ba2b) 
3. (Ol)(aa2abba2ba3a3b) 
3’. (0 l)(a b a2 a3b a3)(ab a’b) 
INO 18 /NC /None I None I 
NO 
NO 
NO 
8 NC None None 
8 NC None None 
8 NC None None 
1G=C2xC2xC2(a,b,c:a2=b2=c2=1) / I I I I I 
Il. (Ol)(abcacabcabbc) l NO I 24 1 NC / None I None I 
1’. (0 l)(aabac b bcabcc) 
G=D,( a, b: a4=b2=1, ab=ba- ’ > 
1. (Ol)(aba3aba3ba2ba2) 
2. (0 l)(a b a’b ab a3 a3b a’) 
NO 24 NC None 
NO 8 NC None 
NO 8 NC None 
None 
None 
None 
3. (Ol)(aa2ba3a2ba3bab) /NO 18 I NC 1 None (None I 
13’. (Ol)(aa3ba2a2ba3)(bab) INO 18 I NC 1 None I None I 
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Table 1 (Continued) 
Fig. 3, then the set of locational parameters (y) for which this is possible is given in 
column 5. In particular, this may be the set G\ { l}. Finally, each presentation function 
is preceded by a number which is used to denote the isomorphism class of which the 
particular left neofield is a representative. If the transpose of the addition table of the 
representative of the nth isomorphism class defines an isomorphically distinct left 
neofield, then the presentation function of this distinct left neofield is chosen as the 
representative of its isomorphism class, which is then denoted by n’. We note that four 
of the addition tables based on Cs appear in a representation of a complete set of 
mutually orthogonal latin squares, which defines the dual translation plane of order 9. 
This particular representation was obtained, by Preece [24], from the latin squares 
published by Paige and Wexler [23]. Preece’s representation of the Paige-Wexler 
squares appears as Fig. 4 in [19]. 
Table 2 contains information about sets of mutually orthogonal latin squares, 
including orthogonal pairs which are not of the types included in Table 1. Orthogonal 
pairs based on Cs have not been included since there are too many of them, although 
it is worth noting that every addition table possesses at least one orthogonal mate. 
For each group, we give a series of lists of presentation functions. Each presentation 
function is numbered according to the isomorphism class, in Table 1, of which it is 
a member and is followed by a locational parameter (or set of locational parameters). 
To obtain a set of mutually orthogonal latin squares, from each list of presentation 
functions, we use each of the locational parameters given to construct a latin square 
which has the form of L2 in Fig. 3. The resulting set of latin squares will be mutually 
orthogonal. For example, from the second list of presentation functions, based on Cs, 
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Table 2 
G 
3. (01aa5a2a4a3) 
3’. (0 1 a a3)(a2 a5 a”) 
C7 
L 
1 
a2 
4. (Ol)(aa2a5a4a6a3) 
4’. (Ol)faa4a5a3a2a61 
1 1 
I a3 7. (0 1 a2 1 (a b a3 a3bl cab a*b) I1 I 
7’. (0 1 a2) (a b ab a’ a3b a2b) 1 lb.a’bl 1 
3. (Ola2aa5a3a6a7a4) I1 I 
10. (0 1 a a3 a6 a2 a7 as a4) la I 
lo’. (0 1 a a6 a5 a3 a’ a2 a4) I a’ 
8. (01a4)(aa7)(a2a3a6a5) 
8. (01 a4)(a3a5)(aa2a7a6) 
1 
a2 
14. (01a4)(aa6a7)(a2aSa3) / a’ I 1. (01a2)(abab)(a3a3ba2b) IG I 
14’. (01a4)(aa2)(a3a6)(a5a7) I a3 I 
2. (01a2)(ab)(a3ab)(a2ba3b) l G I 
4. (01a4)(aa3)(a2a7)(a5a6) { l,a2,a4,a6} 
2’. (0 1 a’) (a b a3b) (a3 ab a’b) 
2’. (01a2)(aa2bab)(a3a3bb) 
2’. (0 1 a’) (a a3b a2b) (a3 b ab) 
2’. (0 1 a’)(a ab b)(a3 a*b a3b) 
{La’} 
ia, a3 1 
{b, a*b) 
{ab, a3b} 
D‘S 
1. (Ol)(aba3aba3ba2ba2) 1 
1. (Ol)(aa2bbaba2a3a3b) 1 a2 
6. (01a2)(aa3ba2ba3bab) I a3 
1. (01a2)(abab)(a3a3ba2b) 1 
3. (01a2)(aa2b)(a3ab)(ba3b) 1 a2 
4. (0 l)(a a3bab a*b)(a’ a3 b) a 
4. tOll(aa3ba2j(a3ba2bab) I a3 
4. (0 1) (a a3b b a3) (a2 a2b ab) lb -1 
3. (0 l)(a a2 b a3 a’b a3b ab) I1 I 4. (0 1) (a a2 a3b) (a” ab a*b b) 
4. (Ol)(aa2baba3b)(aZba3) 
ab 
a2b 4’. (Ol)(ababa3)(a2a3ba2b) la I 
7’. (0 1 a’) (a a3b b a3 a26 ab) I a26 I 4. (0 1) (a a3 b a3b) (a2 ab a2b) a3b I 
3’. (0 l)(a a3 a36 a2 b)(ab a’b) 1 
4. (0 1) (a ab a3 a2 a3b a2b bl a 
7. (01a2)(aaba3b)(azba3b) lb I 5. (0 1) (a ab) (a2 a3 b a’b a3b) I a3 I 
5. (0 1) (a ab a2 b a3) (a’b a3b) lb 1 
5. (Ol)(aa2aba2bb)(a3a3b) lab 1 
a2b 
a3b 
5. (Ol)(ab)(a2a2baba3ba3) 
5. (0 l)(a a3 a2b a* a3b)(b ab) 
5. (01a2)(aba3ab)(a2ba3b) 
6. (01a2)(aba3ba3aba2b) 
1 
{a2b, a3b} 
5. (01a2)(aba3ab)(a2ba3b) I1 I I 
6. (01a2)(aa3ba2ba3bab) 
6. (01a2)(aabba3a2ba3b) 
lb 
ab 
I 
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we obtain the addition tables exhibited in Fig. 4 which form a set of four mutually 
orthogonal latin squares of order 9. 
Table 3 contains summarised information for left neofields of orders 10, 11,12,13 
and 14. In column 1, for each group G, we give the total number of left neofields based 
on G. In column 2 we display the composition of the isomorphism classes for orders 
up to 12. In column 2, x(y) means that there are x isomorphism classes, each 
containing y members. In column 3 we give the number of classes of each size whose 
members possess an orthogonal mate. Thus, in column 3, x(y) means that there are 
x isomorphism classes of size y whose members possess an orthogonal mate. In 
column 4 we give the size of the maximum set of mutually orthogonal latin squares 
formed by the addition tables of left neofields, based on each group, except that for 
Cl,, we exclude the complete set defined by the Desarguesian plane of order 11. In 
0 
1 
,“2 
a3 
a4 
a5 
a6 
a7 
0 1 a a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 
0 1 a a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 0 
1 a4 a7 a3 a6 0 a2 a5 a a2 
a2 a5 1 a4 a7 0 a3 a6 a3 
aa a7 a3 a6 a as 1 0 a4 a4 
a3 a5 1 a4 a7 a2 a6 a 0 a5 
a4 0 a6 a a5 1 a3 a7 a2 a6 
a5 a3 0 a7 a2 a6 a a4 1 a’ 
a6 a a4 0 1 a3 a7 a2 a5 1 
a7 a6 a2 a5 0 a a4 1 a3 a 
L 
0 1 a a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 
0 1 a a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 
a2 a3 1 a6 a4 a a7 0 as 
a3 a6 a4 a a7 a5 a2 1 0 
a4 0 a7 a5 a2 1 a6 a3 a 
a5 a2 0 1 a6 a3 a a7 a4 
a6 a5 a3 0 a a7 a4 a2 1 
a7 a a6 a4 0 a2 1 a5 a3 
1 a4 a2 a7 a5 0 a3 a a6 
a a7 a5 a3 1 a6 0 a4 a2 
L2 
0 1 a a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 
0 0 1 a a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 
a7 a7 a5 a4 a 0 a2 a6 1 a3 
1 1 a4 a6 a5 a2 0 a3 a7 a 
,“z 
a2 a5 a7 a6 a3 0 a4 1 
,“2 a3 a6 1 a7 a4 0 a5 
a3 a3 r$ a2 a4 a7 a 1 a5 0 
a4 a4 0 a7 a3 a5 1 a2 a a6 
a5 a5 a7 0 1 a4 a6 a a3 a2 
a6 a6 a3 1 0 a a5 a7 a2 a4 
L3 
0 1 a a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 
0 0 1 a a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 
a3 a3 a2 a6 1 a7 a5 a4 a 0 
a4 a4 0 a3 a7 a 1 a6 a5 a2 
a5 a5 a3 0 a4 1 a2 a a7 a6 
a6 a6 a7 a4 0 a5 a a3 a2 1 
a7 a7 a 1 a5 0 a6 a2 a4 a3 
1 1 a4 a2 a a6 0 a7 a3 as 
aa 
a6 a5 a3 a2 a’ 0 1 a4 
aa a5 a7 a6 a4 a3 1 Oa 
L4 
Fig. 4. L,,L, and L, are the representatives of the isomorphism classes numbered 8,14 and 14’, 
respectively, and L, is a distinct memberr of the isomorphism class numbered 8. 
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Table 3 
Order 10 
Table 4 we give an example of each such maximum set using the same format as 
Table 2. 
In Table 5 we consider those groups studied which possess both complete 
and near-complete mappings. We recall, from Theorem 2.4, that there is a bijection 
from the presentation functions of the left neofields based on a group (G,.) to 
the complete and near complete mappings of (G, .). From [20] we have that an 
abelian group possesses a complete mapping unless it possesses a unique element 
of order 2, in which case it possesses a near-complete mapping. From [22] we 
have that a nonabelian group (G, .) does not possess any complete mappings unless 
there is an ordering of its elements, say a,, a2, . . . , a,, such that a1 a2 ... a, = e, where 
e is the identity element of G. For each group (G, .) covered by the above remarks the 
number of complete or near-complete mappings which it possesses can be determined 
by counting the total number of presentation functions which define left neofields 
based on (G,.). For example, Cs does have a unique element of order 2 and, so, 
possesses near-complete mappings; from column 2 of Table 1 it can be seen that the 
presentation functions of left neofields based on Cs form 12 isomorphism classes of 
size 4 and 8 isomorphism classes of size 2; thus, Cs possesses 64 (= 12 x 4 + 8 x 2) 
near-complete mappings. For each group not covered by the above remarks, columns 
1 and 2 give the numbers of complete and near-complete mappings of the group, 
respectively. 
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Table 4 
1 &(a: a9=1) IL I 
(0 l)(a a*)(2 a6 a4 a8 a5 a’) 
(0 1) (a a8 a4 a6 a5 a2 a3 a’) 
C,,(a: dO=l) 
1 
a6 
(0 1 a9 a a”) (a2 a* a3 a6 a’ a4) {La5} 
(01a9a4a2a5)(a3a7)(a6as) 
D,(a,b: a5=b2=1, ab=ba-‘) 
1 (0 1 a a3 a2b a’ b a4 ab a3b a4b) 
{a”, a9 } 
I1 I 
) (0 1 a”) (a a4 a2b b) (a’ a3 a3b a“b) la I 
Cl1 (a: a”=l) 
(0 l)(a a5 a’ as a6 a3 ul’ a*) (a4 2) 
(Ol)(aa10a4asa9a5a7aZ)(a3a6) 
1 
a 
Table 5 
(1) (2) 
Q4 48 16 
04 48 16 
DS 6,336 10,944 
“L 3,840 12.864 
Note. The reader will observe the fact, which at first sight seems rather remarkable, 
that the total numbers of complete mappings and near-complete mappings of the 
pairs of groups C2 x Cd, Cz x C2 x C2 and Q4, D4 of order 8 are equal. In a note, to be 
submitted shortly, the present author has provided an explanation of why this is 
necessarily the case. 
5. Related work 
The addition tables of those left neofields which define complete mappings of 
groups (see Theorem 2.4) can be obtained by a prolongation (see below) of a special 
type of latin square. Before we discuss this, we need to introduce the following 
concepts. 
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Definition 5.1. Two latin squares of order n are said to be isotopic if one can be 
transformed into the other by rearranging rows, rearranging columns and renaming 
elements. 
Definition 5.2. The kth broken diagonal of a latin square of order n is the set of cells 
(i,j), where i-j= k mod n. In particular, the 0th broken diagonal is the leading 
diagonal. 
Definition 5.3. A transversal of a latin square of order n is a set of n cells, one in each 
row, one in each column, and such that no two of the cells contain the same symbol. 
Any given latin square of order n, defined over the set {l, 2, . . . , n> and which 
possesses a transversal; can be prolonged to form a latin square of order n + 1, defined 
over theset {0,1,2,... , n}. This is done by first replacing the elements in all the cells of 
the transversal by 0 and then adding a zeroth row and a zeroth column of elements so 
as to form a new latin square. For any transversal, this can be done in only one way. 
This construction, called prolongation by Belousov [l] was, in fact, first studied by 
Bruck [S]. 
Theorem 5.4. The addition table of any left neojield (N, +, ‘), of order n+ 1, based on 
a particular group (G,.), and whose construction dejines a complete mapping of (G, ‘), is 
identical to the latin square obtained by the prolongation of an appropriate latin square 
of order n. 
Proof. In any such left neofield we must have that 1 + 1 = 0 by Theorem 2.4, which, by 
the left distributivity of ( .) over (+), implies that x+x = 0, VXEN. Thus, if, in the 
addition table for (N, +, . ), we replace the 0 in the (x, x)th cell with the element x, and 
then remove the topmost row and leftmost column, we obtain a latin square in which 
the leading diagonal forms a transversal. Clearly, this latter latin square can be 
prolonged, using the transversal defined by the leading diagonal, to form the addition 
table for (N, +,.) 0 
The method of prolongation has been generalised by Yamamoto [28] and this 
generalisation has been called Yamamoto’s method by Gutrin [9]. It has since been 
rediscovered, in a slightly more general form, by Hedayat and Seiden [IZ], who refer 
to it as sum composition. 
Both Yamamoto’s method and sum composition can be used to construct a latin 
square of order m + n from latin squares L, and L,, of orders m and n, respectively, 
where m > n and L, possesses at least n disjoint transversals. Prolongation is a special 
case of Yamamoto’s method (and sum composition) where L, is the trivial latin square 
of order 1. 
We conclude this paper by pointing out that several authors have applied the 
method of prolongation to a particular type of latin square of odd order, which we 
now define. 
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Definition 5.5. A left-diagonally-cyclic latin square is a latin square whose broken 
diagonals are cyclic permutations of the symbol set on which it is defined. 
Using Theorem 5.4, it can be shown that the square constructed by the prolonga- 
tion of a left-diagonally-cyclic latin square is isotopic to the addition table of a cyclic 
neofield. 
Ljamzin [lS] and Weisner [27] have each given examples of a pair of orthogonal 
latin squares of order 10. Although the methods used to construct these pairs are not 
given, it can be seen that each latin square is, in fact, isotopic to the addition table of 
a cyclic neofield. 
One member of Ljamzin’s pair is given in Fig. 5, its orthogonal mate being obtained 
by rearranging its rows so that its first column is (0,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,1). 
If we apply the mapping O-0, i-xi-l, where 1 < i < 9, to this square we obtain the 
latin square formed by the addition table of the cyclic neofield whose presentation 
function is given by (0 1) (x x4)(x’ x7 x5 x6 x8 x3). 
In fact, the cyclic neofields which correspond to the orthogonal latin squares 
produced by Weisner and Ljamzin are isomorphic. That these latin squares are 
isotopic was noted in [6, p. 2351. 
Weisner also gives the first published example of a self-orthogonal latin square 
of order 10. This is again isotopic to the addition table of a cyclic neofield. In 
the notation of Theorem 3.6, the required presentation function is 
(0 1) (x x3 x7 x8 x6 x2 x5 x4) with locational parameter x7. In [l l] Hedayat uses the 
method of prolongation to construct a self-orthogonal latin square of order 10. This 
latin square is not only isotopic to the addition table of a cyclic neofield but is actually 
isotopic to that of Weisner. In fact, the present author is unaware of any self- 
orthogonal latin square of order 10 which is not isotopic to the addition table of some 
left neofield. In particular, the self-orthogonal latin square of order 10 given in [3,4] is 
obtained from [ll]. 
0123456789 
1058327964 
2506943817 
3860715492 
4397082651 
5241809376 
6735290148 
7984631025 
8619574203 
9472168530 
Fig 5. 
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Franklin [7] uses the method of prolongation to obtain what he calls a bordered 
cyclic latin square (BCLS) of order 2n, from a left-diagonally-cyclic latin square of 
order 2n - 1 and the trivial latin square. These BCLSs are all isotopic to the addition 
tables of cyclic neofields of even order. Franklin enumerates the BCLSs of order 10 
and reports that, ‘there are 1458 BCLSs orthogonal to some other.. .‘. However, from 
our Table 3 it can be seen that there are 162 (=27 x 6) addition tables based on 
Cg which are orthogonal to some other. In fact, Franklin has counted each ortho- 
gonal pair 9 times because, for each cyclic latin square, every broken diagonal is used 
as a transversal for prolongation. However, by Theorem 5.4, we know that the 
addition table for a cyclic neofield of even order can always be obtained by the 
prolongation of an appropriate left-diagonally-cyclic latin square using its leading 
diagonal as the required transversal. Hence, when we prolong a cyclic latin square, 
using one of the broken diagonals as a transversal, the resulting latin square is always 
isotopic to that obtained by prolonging some other cyclic latin square and using its 
leading diagonal as the required transversal. 
Franklin [8] uses the same technique to obtain self-orthogonal latin squares of even 
order n for nd30, n#2,6. 
Beresina and Berezina [2] use a method similar to Franklin’s to construct examples 
of pairs of orthogonal latin squares of even order n, for 8 d IZ 6 14. (In a preprint of this 
paper, supplied by the authors, these examples are given explicitly.) 
Todorov [25] constructs an orthogonal array OA(14,5) and uses essentially the 
same technique [26] to construct a transversal design TD(6,20). Both an OA(n, m) 
and a TD(m, n) are equivalent to the existence of a set of m - 2 mutually orthogonal 
latin squares of order n (as shown, for example, in [lo]). These results improve the 
previously known lower bounds for N(14) and N(20), respectively. Moreover, the 
latin squares obtained are all isotopic to the addition tables of appropriate cyclic 
neofields. 
Using the same format as that of Table 4, we can say that Todorov’s results are 
equivalent to those shown in Table 6. 
Table 6 
C19(a: a ‘9=1) 
(Ol)(aa8a7a’Ba”a’2)(a2a’6a’4a’7a3a5)(a4a’3)(a6a’o)(a9a’5) 1 
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